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Fermi surface and electronic structure of Pb/Ge„111…
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The electronic structure of Pb/Ge~111! has been probed along the temperature-induced phase transitiona
2A33A3R30°⇒333 using angle-resolved photoemission. Thea2A33A3R30° phase is metallic due to
the existence of a half-filled, dispersing surface band. The 333 phase is characterized by the appearance of an
additional surface band with 333 periodicity, whose role in the phase transition is discussed. The Fermi-
surface topology of thea2A33A3R30° phase has been probed using angle-resolved photoemission. Its shape
is undulated, and it resembles strongly the theoretical prediction, with a Fermi momentum of 0.31 Å21 along

GK̄ directions and 0.40 Å21 alongGM̄ directions. These values were determined from different experimental
methods, and agree with the values needed for a perfect 333 nesting. However, the Fermi surface exhibits no
large flat areas suitable for electronic nesting.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a wide range of low-dimensional systems a char
density wave~CDW! is stabilized at low temperatures.1,2 The
origin of the CDW phase transition in a metal lies in
instability of the Fermi surface~FS!, which involves a strong
electron-phonon interaction.1,3 A CDW is stabilized when-
ever sizable nesting between flat areas of the FS is possi3

In this case, the symmetry of the new unit cell is determin
by the nesting vector, which is equal to twice the Fer
momentum (kF). In fact, most of the peculiar properties o
CDW materials are related to the topology of their FS’s.
addition to bulk CDW materials, the formation of a surfa
CDW has been proposed in a variety of surface system4,5

including W,6–10 and alkali metals on Cu~111!.11 Recently,
Carpinelli et al.12 have reported conclusive scanning tunn
ing microscopy~STM! and low-energy electron diffraction
~LEED! results, which show a surface phase transition fr
the room-temperature~300 K, RT! a2A33A3R30°-Pb/
Ge(111) phase13–17 ~in the following a2A3) to a 333
structure at low temperature~100 K, LT!. They proposed tha
the structural phase transition is due to the stabilization o
surface CDW. The origin of the CDW would lie in the exi
tence of suitable 333 nesting vectors in thea2A3 Fermi
surface~see below and Ref. 12!.

We set out in this work to investigate the FS topology
570163-1829/98/57~23!/14758~8!/$15.00
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the a2A3-Pb/Ge(111) phase using angle-resolved pho
emission. In the case of bulk materials, FS topology can
studied using different techniques~e.g., de Haas–van Alphe
effect!. In contrast, the investigation of the FS of system
with reduced dimensionality is easily performed using ang
resolved ultraviolet photoemission~ARUPS!.5,18–20 This
technique directly probes the electronic states at the Fe
energy (EF) with momentum resolution, and thus it allow
one to obtain a full plot of the FS and the value ofkF . Our
results show that at RT, the FS of the metallica2A3 struc-
ture presents an undulated shape that agrees well with t

retical predictions.12 The value ofkF along GK̄ and GM̄
directions was precisely determined using three differ
methods. The values found are compatible with a 333 nest-

ing alongGK̄ directions. However, the FS does not presen
large nesting along these directions, since there are no
areas connected by 2kF vectors.

On the other hand, Carpinelliet al.12 found that the 3
33 phase was semiconducting, a result that could not
explained by theoretical calculations in the local-density
proximation ~LDA !, and was attributed to electron correl
tion effects in the low-temperature~LT! phase. Goldoni, Ce-
pek, and Modesti21 have recently detected the band g
opening at low temperature using angle-resolved photoem
sion, but they could not find any dispersing surface-st
band crossingEF . This is an important requirement in th
14 758 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 14 759FERMI SURFACE AND ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF . . .
model exposed above for the transition, and is also expe
from theoretical calculations.12,22 In fact, the metallic char-
acter of thea2A3 phase is due to the existence of a ha
filled surface-state band12 ~see also below!. In an effort to
understand the nature of both RT and LT phases, we h
analyzed the electronic band structure of both phases.
show that thea2A3 phase presents a dispersing surfa
band that crossesEF , and explains the metallic character
this phase. In a simple band picture, the new 333 periodic-
ity formed at LT should produce band folding. These kin
of effects are indeed observed, but in addition to them s
eral other striking changes take place in the vicinity ofEF .
First, a new surface band with 333 periodicity is observed
at LT close toEF . Concomitantly with the phase transitio
and the opening of a pseudogap,12,21,23a narrow peak close
to EF appears. We interpret this peak as a result of par
electron localization. . All these features of the 333 recon-
struction are reversible with temperature, and evide
strong modifications in the two-dimensional electronic str
ture of Pb/Ge~111! along the phase transition.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacu
~UHV! chamber~base pressure: 5310211 mbar) equipped
with an angle-resolving hemispherical analyzer mounted
UHV goniometer and a high-precision manipulator that p
mits rotation in the full 360° azimuthal emission angle (F)
and 90° polar emission angle, relative to the surface nor
(u). We measured conventional angle-resolved ener
distribution curves, but photoelectron intensities were a
monitored in a full 2p sr solid angle by fixing a kinetic
energy for detection in the electron analyzer, defined as
solute counts above zero level. The sample was then rot
around its normal in the azimuthal direction and the pho
electron intensity was recorded every 1° at fixedu, with an
absolute angular precision of 0.5° for bothu and F. The
relative values ofu were monitored from the reading of th
analyzer goniometer, since the surface normal direction
kept constant during the experiment~constant polarization
vector, angle of incidence of light: 45°). The absolute valu
of both angles were calibrated using the dispersion of b
bulk Ge~111! and surfacea2A3 peaks. In this way we map
a constant energy contour that coincides with the FS if
right kinetic energy is selected~see also below!. The overall
energetic resolution was 100 meV athn532 eV. EF was
measured from a Ta foil in electrical contact with the sam
and close to it. The sample work function was measu
from the low-energy cutoff in the photoemission spectra. T
experiments were performed using synchrotron light fr
the SU6 beamline of the Super-Aco storage ring in Orsa
the Spanish-French station. In all experiments, a Ge~111!
sample was sputtered with Ar and heated up to 650 °C
several minutes by resistive heating, and then cooled d
to RT slowly in order to get a clean Ge(111)c(238) sur-
face. Pb coverage (QPb, accuracy610%) was measured
with a quartz microbalance and cross checked by a quan
tive comparison of Pb 5d and Ge 3d core levels.24 We define
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QPb51ML as an amount of atoms equal to the Ge~111! sur-
face density (7.2131014 atoms/cm2).

III. THE a2A3 PHASE: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The a2A3 phase of Pb/Ge~111! corresponds to occupa
tion of T4 sites of the Ge~111! surface by 1

3 ML Pb
atoms13–17,25–27~see Fig. 1!. This phase reverts to 333 at
LT.12 A 333 superstructure could be achieved after a sm
collective distortion of Pb atoms, as illustrated in Fig. 1~see
also Ref. 12!. For coverages below13 ML, the existence of a
mosaic phase has been reported.28,29 In this phase the miss
ing Pb atoms to complete ana2A3 reconstruction are re
placed by intermixed Ge atoms.29 The formation of the mo-
saic phase gives rise to distinct features in the vale
band.28,30 Intermixed Ge adatoms have been observed
STM in a rather wide range of coverage.16,29We have found
that the process of intermixing between Ge and Pb is fac
tated when Pb is evaporated at RT or above. In this work,
was evaporated at LT, and later on heated up to RT. In th
conditions the characteristic features of the mosaic ph
were not observed in photoemission, and we believe
larger-sizeda2A3 domains of higher perfection are grow
by this method, probably because Ge intermixing
hindered.31

The a2A3 phase presents two sets of surface bands.28,32

The lower surface bandS1 at ;1 eV binding energy~BE!
@see Fig. 2 ~left!# comes from Pb backbonding~mainly
throughpx , py orbitals! with substrate dangling bonds. Th
upper surface bandS2 has a stronger Pbpz character. The
spectra shown in Fig. 2 demonstrate that both surface ba

FIG. 1. Top: schematic representation of thea2A3 ~A! and 3
33 ~B! unit cells. Open circles, Ge atoms. All dark circles corr
spond to equivalent Pb atoms in thea2A3 reconstruction. The
different shading patterns denote a possible inequivalence to
duce a LT 333 phase. Bottom: reciprocal space of both structu
(a2A3, bold lines; 333, thin lines!.
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14 760 57MASCARAQUE, AVILA, MICHEL, AND ASENSIO
are dispersing, indicating long-range order in the surfa
and a significant degree of delocalization in the valen
electrons.12,22,32,33A simple electron counting shows that th
number of valence electrons in thea2A3 unit cell ~7! is
odd. Thus,S2 is half-filled and the surface should be meta
lic. Figure 3 ~top! shows the dependence of BE versus p
allel momentum along theGK̄ direction of the surface Bril-
louin zone at RT.S2 has a minimum BE at theK̄ points and
disperses towardsEF when going away from theK̄ points

towards theḠ points. The peak is observed only in part
the Brillouin zone, suggesting that it crossesEF between the

Ḡ and K̄ points, and also between theK̄ and M̄ points ~see
also below, and Ref. 12!. Figure 4 ~top panels! shows in
more detail the dispersion ofS2 nearEF .34 Note that as the
surface band disperses throughEF , the intensity detected a
EF diminishes accordingly. This photoelectron intensity c
thus be used to monitor the crossing process.5,18,19,35Figure 4
~bottom panels! shows the intensity integrated in the windo
betweenEF20.05 eV andEF10.05 eV as a function of
parallel momentum (ki).

36 The data points correspond to th
spectra shown above. The symmetry points of thea2A3
surface Brillouin zone have been marked. The larger max
of the intensity are usually attributed to band crossing,5 and
thus they determine the value ofkF . From this plot we ob-
tain values for the crossing point of 1.47560.03 Å21 and

2.1560.03 Å21 along GK̄. From these values a meankF
~reduced to the first Brillouin zone! of 0.3460.03 Å21 is

obtained. A similar analysis along theGM̄ direction shows
that the distance between symmetric maxima is 0.25 Å21

~Fig. 4!. kF ~reduced to the first Brillouin zone! is 0.40
60.03 Å21. The error bars were estimated considering b
the goniometer accuracy and the error in determining
crossing point from Fig. 4. The different values along t

FIG. 2. Selected photoemission spectra as a function of e

sion angle along theGK̄ direction (hn532 eV) at RT~left! and LT

~right!. The angular range corresponds to the area betweenḠ00 and

K̄3 in Fig. 1.
e,
e

-

n
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GM̄ andGK̄ directions demonstrate that the FS is undulat

with a largerkF along theGM̄ directions. A secondary maxi

mum is found along theGK̄ directions at;1.8 Å21 ~which

coincides withḠ11).
37

Figure 5 displays the dispersion of the surface band v

sus parallel momentum along theGK̄ direction. The data
points have been fitted using a parabola, which reprodu
quite well the shape of the dispersion curve, including

minimum of the BE aroundK̄ points. From this fit we deter-
mine a mean value forkF of 1.5160.02 Å21, which gives
0.3060.02 Å21 reduced to the first Brillouin zone. In a pre
vious publication, Carpinelliet al.12 have shown first-
principles density-functional calculations within the loca
density approximation for the dispersion ofS2 in the a
2A3 phase.12 Our experimental data at RT are in goo
agreement with their theoretical calculations. The dispers
of S2 agrees also well with other density-functional theo
calculations for this surface.22 We conclude that the elec
tronic band structure of thea2A3 phase is well explained
within one-electron theories. These results agree well w
previous experimental evidence,28 but disagree with more
recent results,21 where no dispersing surface bands we
found. The lack of dispersion was attributed to inadequac
of the LDA approximation to describe thea2A3 phase. We
speculate that the different surface preparation method
ployed in Ref. 21~Pb deposition at elevated temperatur!
might give rise to smallerA3 domains due to Ge intermix

s-

FIG. 3. Top: Binding energy fromEF vs parallel momentum for
the surface bands closer to the Fermi energy in thea2A3 phase.
The continuous line is a guide to the view. The unshaded a
corresponds to the gap projected by bulk Ge bands. Bottom
panel~a! for the 333 phase. Dashed lines indicate areas where
expected 333 folding is not observed. Symmetry points of thea
2A3 (333) phase are shown in the upper~lower! axis. Note the

band splitting around theK̄ points at LT.
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57 14 761FERMI SURFACE AND ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF . . .
ing, and thus to a decrease of the long-range order of tha
2A3 phase.

Figure 6~top! shows the distribution in reciprocal spac
of the photoelectron intensity atEF , and is a graphical two-
dimensional image of the FS.18,38 This view is specially
simple in a two-dimensional system as Pb/Ge~111!, since the
FS is in fact a line.5,12,18 Figure 6 ~bottom! is a schematic
representation of the theoretical FS topology from the ca
lation by Carpinelliet al.12 For an easier comparison wit
the experiment, the unoccupied side of the FS has b
shaded. The experimental FS presents an undulated s

with a kF larger along theGM̄ directions than alongGK̄, in
agreement with theoretical predictions,12 and the results ex
posed above. This is evidenced by the wavy aspect of
inner and outer parts of the intensity around the firsta
2A3 Brillouin zone in Fig. 6~top!.

The analysis of FS images as obtained by ARUPS
been studied in detail recently by Straubet al.35 The method
used to obtain an image like Fig. 6 involves selecting
energy window aroundEF . The intensity in this window is
represented as a function of parallel momentumki @function
w(ki)# in Fig. 6. Straubet al.35 have analyzed how the widt
of the energetic window~usually limited by the experimenta
resolution! affects the FS image obtained. A method w
proposed to extract from the image the correctkF values,

FIG. 4. Top panels: photoemission spectra taken withhn
532 eV ~incidence angle of light 45°) vs emission angleu along

the GK̄ direction ~left! and theGM̄ direction ~right!. Note in both
cases the dispersion of the surface band marked with ticks. Bot
intensity in a window of 0.1 eV aroundEF measured from the

spectra shown in the upper panel (GK̄ and GM̄ directions!. The
main maxima~bold lines! correspond to crossing ofEF , and are
used to determine the value ofkF .
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which can be affected by the experimental resolution. It
volves the calculation of the gradient of the FS imag
u,ki

w(ki)u. This procedure produces two maxima out

each maximum in the original FS imagew(ki).
35 It was

found that, out of the two maxima of the gradie
u,ki

w(ki)u, the one on the unoccupied side of the ba

crossingEF accurately reflects the value ofkF . In order to
analyze our experimental FS image by this method, we
tained the gradient of the FS image. This is displayed in F

7 ~top!. The intensity along severalGK̄ directions in the first

(Ḡ00K1)̄ and third (Ḡ11K3,̄ Ḡ11K4)̄ Brillouin zones is shown
in the lower panel of Fig. 7. The maxima of the unoccupi
side at;0.3 Å21 correspond tokF . The mean value ob-
tained from this figure iskF50.3060.03 Å21, which coin-
cides withM̄333 ~dashed line!. The inner contour in Fig. 7
~top! directly reflects the Fermi line. We note that this kin
of analysis~which relateskF to the maximum in the gradien
rather than in the direct intensity! would equally apply to the
data shown in Fig. 4. If the gradient maxima are used inst
of the intensity maxima, also a value ofkF
50.3060.03 Å21 is obtained from Fig. 4.

We conclude that the values ofkF obtained from the FS
image ~intensity plot! are slightly larger than the value
needed for a perfect 333 nesting, but the difference is com
patible with the experimental accuracy. When the gradi
maxima or the surface band dispersion are used, we fin
very good agreement with a 333 nesting. Thus, results fo
the band structure of the RTa2A3 phase and thekF value

along theGK̄ directions agree well with the calculation
shown in Ref. 12. Also, the FS shape found agrees wit
experimental accuracy with theoretical calculations.12 How-
ever, the undulated shape of the experimental FS preven
large nesting along any direction. In particular, the nest

m:

FIG. 5. Dispersion of the surface band vs parallel moment

alongGK̄. The value ofkF is obtained from the crossing point o
the dispersion, fitted to a parabola. From this figure we obtainkF

51.5160.02 Å21.
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14 762 57MASCARAQUE, AVILA, MICHEL, AND ASENSIO
vectors along theGK̄ directions connect only a reduced pe
centage of the FS electron density. In short, while 333 vec-
tors join areas of the FS, these areas do not seem to ov
to a large extent, because the undulated shape found red
the percentage of nested electrons. It might be argued
this percentage could be enough to drive the transition,
this disagrees with the experience accumulated from o
CDW materials, where the condition of significant nesting
the FS was always fulfilled.1,4 We may recall the case o

FIG. 6. ~Color! Top: Fermi surface of thea2A3 phase. The
intensity atEF has been converted in a color scale, where ligh
color denotes a higher intensity. The Brillouin zones appear in
ferent colors: yellow (131), green (a2A3), and dashed (333).
In order to show the whole dynamic range of the image, only
data within the yellow hexagon (131 Brillouin zone! are scaled.
Bottom: schematic representation of the theoreticala2A3 Fermi
surface~bold contours! in a scale comparable to the top panel. T
unshaded area corresponds to occupied states, the only one
served in the experiment~light areas in top panel!. 131, a2A3,
and 333 Brillouin zones are in the same scale as top panel.
lap
ces
at
ut
er
NaMo6O17 and KMo6O17.39 On the other hand, the STM
pictures shown in Ref. 12 strongly support the CDW natu
of the phase transition. These discrepancies require an in
tigation of the electronic band structure of the 333 phase, in

r
f-

e

ob-
FIG. 7. ~Color! Top: gradient of the Fermi surface from Fig. 6

All other details as in Fig. 6. Bottom: intensity vs parallel mome

tum taken from the top panel along several differentGK̄ directions

in the first (Ḡ00K1)̄ and third Brillouin zones (Ḡ11K3,̄ Ḡ11K4)̄. The
maxima at;0.3 Å21 wave vector reflect the crossing point of
band~Fermi momentumkF). The intensity along the same directio
as measured from Fig. 6~continuous lines! is shown for compari-
son.
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order to test the LDA predictions12 and the nature of the
bands at LT.

IV. 3 33 PHASE: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As the temperature decreases the LEED pattern rever
333. The formation of a different reconstruction with
larger surface unit cell produces a different surface electro
band structure. The simplest approach to obtain the n
band structure is to fold the bands over the 333 unit cell, as

shown in Ref. 12. Along theGK̄ direction from Fig. 1,Ḡ and

K̄ points becomeḠ333 points, while theM̄ points and the

points halfway between theḠ and K̄ points becomeM̄333
points~see also upper and lower axis of Fig. 3!. Concerning
S2, folding effects should produce an additional surface ba

at Ḡ11, which becomes equivalent toK2.̄ This band is not
observed in the experiment, probably because of the sm
bulk band gap at this reciprocal space point. AlsoS1, when
folded over the 333 cell, should produce an additional ban

at Ḡ11. This is indeed observed as a faint feature at;0.9 eV

BE close toḠ11, but only for the upper branch of theS1

band. Thus, note that the peak at 1.2 eV BE inḠ11 is not
affected by the phase transition. Since the symmetry of b

the upper and lower branches ofS1 at theM̄1 points at RT is
not necessarily the same, the bulk bands may mix more
ficiently with one of them. An additional interesting featu
of S1 is the following: the twoS1 branches are degenerate

RT in theK̄1 andK̄2 points~Fig. 3, top!. The degeneracy is
lifted at LT, when a band gap opens in these two poi
~compare upper and lower panels of Fig. 3!. The splitting at

K̄2 is shown in Fig. 8, spectra at 26.5° emission angle.
Additional important effects are observed at LT. A ne

dispersing surface band~with minima atḠ333 points! is de-
tected at LT in the vicinity ofEF ~compare upper and lowe
panels of Fig. 3!. The new band approximately reproduc
the dispersion ofS2, but is shifted to lower BE by;0.2 eV

at theḠ333 points. It exhibits an obvious 333 periodicity,

and it is observed in three differentḠ333 points along the

FIG. 8. Detailed view of the band splitting observed around

K2 p̄oint in the 333 phase~spectra at 26.5° emission angle!, and
appearance of a new band close toEF ~spectra at 25.5° emissio
angle!. The Fermi level from the Ta shown~bottom spectrum! al-
lows us to estimate the experimental resolution.
to
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GK̄ direction ~see Fig. 3, bottom!. The appearance of th
new band is also shown in Fig. 8, spectra at 25.5° emiss

angle, which correspond toK̄2 for ;0.2 eV BE. The spectra

corresponding to this angular range aroundK̄2 are repro-
duced in more detail (1° steps! in Fig. 9, where the band

splitting can be monitored over a wider range aroundK̄2.
The band found is not predicted in density-function

calculations,12 which, on the other hand, reproduce qu
well the electronic band structure of thea2A3 phase, as
shown before. One possible explanation for this new surf
band found could be a partial occupation of an~initially !
unoccupied band. The first empty band12 lies indeed very

close toEF both at theḠ333 andM̄333 points. However, the
dispersion observed in the experiment does not agree
the dispersion expected for the first empty band, and the

surface band found is not seen aroundM̄1, as expected for
the surface empty band.12 A second possible explanation

that the two quasidegenerate bands predicted along theGM̄
directions12 present a much higher splitting than predicted,
that they are split due to other kinds of effects. In any ca
the conclusion is that existing LDA calculations for the
33 phase do not explain the bands found at LT. Taking i
account the difficulty of LDA to account for electron
electron interactions~exchange-correlation energy!, this re-
sult could be an indication of the important role played
these effects in the explanation of the electronic proper
found at LT. Alternatively, an incorrect structure would ha
a drastic effect on the calculated band structure, and co
also be behind the disagreement found. Thus, a final ans
to the origin of the splitting can be found only when th
atomic structure of the LT phase is known.23 However, the
data exhibit features that deserve some comments. We
that RT spectra from Fig. 8 show rather broad peaks. B

e

FIG. 9. Photoemission spectra as a function of emission an

along theGK̄ direction (hn532 eV) at RT~left! and LT ~right!.

The data correspond to the angular range aroundK̄2. Note the split-
ting of S2 at LT.
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14 764 57MASCARAQUE, AVILA, MICHEL, AND ASENSIO
the band found in the vicinity ofEF and the splitting ofS1 at

the K̄ points are detected as shoulders in the LT peaks. T
is not an effect of the experimental resolution~see also be-
low, and the Fermi level from Ta shown in Fig. 8, bottom!. It
rather reflects an intrinsic width of the peaks. If we acc
that the phase transition involves some kind of temperat
driven buckling of the Pb atoms to form a 333 structure, the
temperature-dependent splitting could be interpreted in
way proposed in Ref. 40 for the valence band and Ref. 41
the core levels of similarA3 structures, i.e., as a cons
quence of the existence of two kinds of Pb atoms, wh
vibrational movement is stabilized at LT. The broader str
ture found at RT would reflect the envelope between
different contributions coming from the vibrational mov
ment of Pb atoms, which would be frozen at LT. This po
sible explanation cannot be proved on the basis of the e
tronic structure data alone, and detailed information on
atomic structure of the 333 phase is required.

The results shown demonstrate that there is a signific
effect of the phase transition on the electronic band struct
These results can also shed light on the role of electr
electron interactions to stabilize the LT phase. In fact, co
lation effects have been invoked to explain the electr
energy-loss spectroscopy results12 at LT, which show the
opening of a band gap.12,21 We will address this topic
elsewhere.23 Both surface states found exhibit bandwidths
;0.4 eV. This means a significant degree of delocalizat
for these electrons. On the other hand, the spectra show
Fig. 8 ~top! leave little doubt about the importance
changes in the electronic structure that take place at the s
time as the phase transition. As the temperature decre
the spectral density in the region closer toEF rearranges

FIG. 10. Valence-band spectra taken at RT and LT around

Ḡ11 point, corresponding to thea2A3 and the 333 phases, respec
tively. A narrow, intense peak appears close to the Fermi leve
the 333 phase is stabilized.
lic
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itself to produce a narrow peak at 0.1 eV BE~see Fig. 10!.
This effect is observed with high intensity in the vicinity o

the Ḡ11 point ~spectrum at 42.5° emission angle in Fig. 10!.
The width of the peak, much smaller than any other feat
observed at this interface~compare for instance with Fig. 8
bottom!, suggests that it is related to localized electrons i
state where fluctuations are considerably reduced, prob

because of the wave-function symmetry atḠ11. This peak
occurs exclusively in the 333 phase, and is observed in
fully reversible way when the phase transition is cross
upon decreasing the temperature. The simplest explanati
that the charge transfer giving rise to the new periodic
found at LT is related with a partial electron localizatio
Delocalized electrons in thea2A3 phase become partly lo
calized at LT in a state where exchange-correlation effe

are enhanced. In this case the narrow peak atḠ11 could re-
flect the formation of a lower Hubbard band.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that thea2A3 reconstruction presents
band structure with dispersing surface peaks, in agreem
with LDA theoretical predictions. The phase transition to t
333 phase takes place concomitantly with changes in
electronic band structure. Band folding effects are also
served at the precise regions of the reciprocal space that
respond to the 333 periodicity. The observation of a ban
splitting at LT giving rise to dispersing bands centered at

Ḡ333 points indicates that electronic states involved in t
transition are delocalized. A possible structural origin for t
splitting is proposed. Finally, the appearance of a differ
surface band with a 333 periodicity is of relevance in orde
to understand the role of Fermi-surface nesting in the tra
tion. While nesting and CDW stabilization has been invok
as the mechanisms behind the transition, in view of ST
results,12 the experimental Fermi surface found exhibits on
limited nested areas.
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